[Possibilities and limitations of computerized tomography in the staging of the subdiaphragmatic spread of Hodgkin's disease].
The value of computed tomography in the assessment of subdiaphragmatic spread was studied prospectively in 72 patients with so far untreated, histologically confirmed Hodgkin's disease. In 17 patients (23.6%) computed tomography (CT) diagnosed subdiaphragmatic involvement, with no false-positive results. In 55 (76.4%) CT was within normal limits. In 30 patients exploratory laparotomy gave false-negative results in 7 (23.4%). The causes of false-negative results in CT are that lymph-nodes which were not enlarged but involved were not demonstrated and spleen involvement was not identified. Including those correctly positively diagnosed cases (17), CT had a sensitivity of 70.8% and a false-negative rate of 29.2%. It is concluded that when CT is within normal limits only exploratory laparotomy can with certainty exclude subdiaphragmatic involvement.